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PEACHY VISION

Everything’s Peachy

From a party to end all parties, an experiential brand activation,
conferences of all shapes and sizes, monumental outdoor gigs
and unforgettable award ceremonies – we’ve got it covered.
We genuinely believe every event should be an incredible experience.

SERVICES

You can count on us for:
•	
Small intimate private events
to large scale corporate events
– no job is too big or too small.

We’ve been doing what we do for over 13 years and offer the right technical skill,
creativity and passion to consistently deliver memorable events, flawlessly.
Our event solutions come to life with
cutting-edge equipment, skilled technicians
and a fixed focus on quality. Creativity and
Technology harnessed together is at the
heart of what we do, working with our clients
to continually create impressive live events.
Your event ideas determine the stand-alone
or mix of services we deploy and we never
disregard that budget is an important factor.

Peachy core service areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project management
Lighting
Sound
Video
Staging
Set & Theming
Event Planning

Every event is unique
and we deliver an
innovative edge to the
sound, lighting and look.

•	
Market leading equipment
operated by skilled technicians
– guaranteeing glitch free live events.
•	
Advanced audio, video
and lighting capabilities
– creating unlimited ‘WOW’ moments.
•	
Hire only options across lighting,
sound and video kit
– flexible packages, competitively priced.
•	
Event planners who are obsessive
about the detail
– bringing ideas into the mix that push
the boundaries.

OUR APPROACH
Briefings

Timely set-up

Listening carefully to the detail
and asking the necessary questions,
before tailoring the right solution.

Identifying key milestones with
a supporting event call sheet and critical
action plan, allowing for the unforeseen
where possible.

Design & theming
Providing creative insight and
developing visuals with precision,
to deliver something spectacular.

Project Management
Working with you to develop a project
plan, defining the goals and objectives,
and set out the most effective approach.

Equipment picklist
Advised by our technicians, developed
as a menu with all aspects of operational
logistics controlled by us.

Resource allocation
The core team assigned is geared
towards the specific requirements
and most cost-effective approach.

Recovery planning
We know from experience that things
don’t always go to plan, but our
versatility enables us to overcome
issues quickly and effectively.

Tidy ‘break down’
The final stage of detail which needs
to happen quickly but be methodical,
therefore planned the same way
as set-up.

Evaluation
We set goals to measure success and
take learning’s from each production.

Accountability,
comittment &
enthusiasm
delivered as
standard

Over

THE
PEACHY
POWERHOUSE

Founded
with a
single laptop

2006

10,000

different products in
stock across Lighting,
Sound, Video & Staging

11 years
trusted

production partner
for Chelsea FC

16,000 sq ft

of warehouse space
in central Surrey
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Full-time staff
and growing

Partnering with many

Delivering

Our vehicles
cover over

live events
each year

each year for
UK wide events

over 260

35k miles

Local & London

based venues as
a preferred supplier

Making customers
happy REALLY
matters to us

LIGHTING

Our current range includes kit from only the
best manufacturers in the business such as Robe,
Avolities, Prolight and many more. Limitless
options range from static lighting to full scale
live solutions - enhancing any type of event.

Lighting up locations sends
our pulses racing.
CASE STUDY
Event:
Sea view Yacht Club 125th Anniversary,
Isle of Wright
• 	3 inter-connecting marquees to host dining,
catering and dancing/bar area for over
550 guests
• 	LED colour changing roof, decedent
chandeliers, with a combination of static
and LED controlled wash lights

When it comes to lighting
design, we really know our stuff.
With intelligent use of lighting,
spaces can be transformed
and events look incredible.

• 	Outside, supported 2.5 kilometres of cabling
to power the wide range of wash and spot
lights we walkways of festoon lighting
Successes:
A flawless celebration that will be talked
about for a long time yet.

www.thepeachygroup.com

LIGHTING

Delivery:
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SOUND

We are rich in technical knowledge, guaranteeing
the best audio systems to suit your event venue,
working with leading equipment from Sennheiser,
Yamaha, Pioneer and others.

Loud as a lion or quiet as a mouse,
we’ve got sound quality covered.
CASE STUDY
Event:
JägerHaus All Points East,
Tower Hamlets London
• 	Manufacturing of a bespoke double-decker
marquee with bar and VIP area on one side
and a warehouse space for the live music
on the other

We understand acoustics
and its complexities at events.
Where reliable live sound is needed,
we have endless solutions to make
sure everything can be heard.

• 	A multi-zoned sound system was designed
to allow the client the flexibility to broadcast
a single source such as the DJ, throughout the
Haus or to switch the sound into 4 separate
autonomous systems
Successes:
Social media went wild for this popular feature
on the festival scene.

www.thepeachygroup.com

SOUND

Delivery:
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VIDEO
Our range of video kit is designed to enhance
intimate private events or large-scale corporate
functions and everything in between. With the
added benefit of skilled technicians to manage
every aspect.

From little to large displays, precision
of moving image is everything.
CASE STUDY
Event:

Delivery:

Delivering content with impact
and clarity is what makes us tick.
From the smallest display screens
to huge LED walls, we have video
solutions to suit whatever you
need to display.

A high profile celebration of an aviation
milestone and to catch the Dreamliner in action
we installed a 5m x 3m LED wall which also
streamed the stunning live performance
of Strictly Ballroom dancers
Successes:
Crowd ‘wow’ factor was achieved and the
inaugural flight took centre stage.

www.thepeachygroup.com

VIDEO

Quantas Dreamliner launch,
Australian High Commission, London
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STAGING

Spanning conferences, gigs, catwalks and
performances, we love making stages the hero
of live events. Our attention to detail is second
to none and with 3D visual tools we can bring
a stage to life before you see it built.

A stage is the central focal point
and never needs to be dull.
CASE STUDY
Event:

Delivery:

Whatever platform your event
needs, we have endless options
for bespoke solutions, large and
small decks. Catering for both
indoor and outdoor use, we design
stages to fit with your budget.

To springboard the debut launch of 7
motorhomes and caravans our statement curved
set stood prominently with 48m long x 7.8m high
theatre tab track to unveil the luxury vehicles
Successes:
Seamless coverage of 30 guests on stage
and our 5th year supporting the NCC with
showstopping drama.

www.thepeachygroup.com

STAGING

The Motorhome and Caravan Show,
NEC Birmingham
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Our design approach unites form
and function.

SET & THEMING

We take a bespoke approach to styling a venue,
creating mood boards and nurturing all of the key
components - the atmosphere you want to create,
seating arrangements, lighting design and extra
special touches. Our ability to really listen and
transform ideas into reality, is what sets us apart.

CASE STUDY

SET &

Private Party, Royal Lancaster Hotel London
Delivery:
• 	Full styling to transform internal room
including stage with cool, urban theme
to immerse 400 guests
• 	The Ballroom became “Simon’s” Club,
with guests met by actors briefed to play
the part of doormen

It can start with a simple idea
sketched out on paper and our role
is to craft it into something amazing.
We take you on an inspiring visual
journey, allowing you to see your
event before it happens.

• 	A foil balloon tunnel brought guests through
to the reception room for canapés and drinks
served from the ice bar
• 	Overarching set was modern, with reflective
surfaces and footage projecting on paper flats
of a silhouette figure running
Successes:
A complete transformation of the Ballroom,
delivered with precision and attention to detail.

www.thepeachygroup.com

THEMING

Event:
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EVENT PLANNING

Our experienced planners work across a broad
spectrum of events, providing valuable insight
to make your occasion one to remember.
With a magnitude of venues that we know inside
out and a lateral approach to how spaces can
work, we manage all the nitty gritty details
to make it stress-free for you. Our vast assortment
of specialist suppliers, entertainers and caterers
means we also recommend a diverse mix
of awesome add-ons.

Our event planners are top dogs in operating
under pressure and obsessive about detail.

PLANNING

Event:
Private Party,
Royal Thames Yacht Club
Delivery:

With the end-to-end organisation
of any event there are multiple
moving parts and it is our
specialism to design each
aspect with precision and
attention to detail.

We staged the venue to host an eclectic mix
of entertainment, theming and culinary delights
at this sophisticated celebration. We directed
the flow of the evening spanning Snaparazzi,
Showgirls, Luna aerial hoop, Oyster bar,
Signature cocktails and Live music.
Successes:
With only a few weeks to finalise plans
we executed a flamboyant, talent-tastic party
which guests were blown away by.

www.thepeachygroup.com

EVENT

CASE STUDY
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HAPPY CUSTOMERS
“Once again your support at our event last
night absolutely made it. The event was a
brilliant success and your team were amazing.”
Jessica Maybanks, EIKON

EVERYTHING’S
PEACHY
The thriving business we have is built
on a foundation of listening to our clients
and the personalised service we provide.
Across event planning and production,
we keep things simple to ease the stress
and are nimble in our approach.

We are poised for action!
There is no such thing as a fixed lead time
with the services we offer - we are always
ready and our friendly Sales Team are
happy helping with questions. Whatever
stage you are at, we could add a whole
new dimension to give your event
more stand-out.
Talk to us about your ideas and see
where it leads - we promise you’ll be
smiling after you’ve worked alongside us!

“Thank you very much for everything you
did to make our event a stunning success.
Many have said it was the best event of its
kind they had been to!”
Mark Davis, Post Office

“Thanks for all your teams help getting that
over the line, it wasn’t easy with late sign-off,
onsite changes, venue restrictions. In the end
it all looked fantastic.”
Seen Presents

“The sound system is incredible,
brilliant work by the team on this.”
Simon Singleton, FRUKT

Get in contact:
+44 (0)1483 724 751
info@peachyproductions.com
www.thepeachygroup.com

Unit 3A, Cathedral Hill Industrial Estate, Guildford, GU2 7YB
@Peachy_Pro
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